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A comprehensive summary of the measurements made to characterize test mass charging due
to the space environment during the LISA Pathfinder mission is presented. Measurements of the
residual charge of the test mass after release by the grabbing and positioning mechanism, show
that the initial charge of the test masses was negative after all releases, leaving the test mass with a
potential in the range −12 mV to −512 mV. Variations in the neutral test mass charging rate between
21.7 and 30.7 e s−1 were observed over the course of the 17-month science operations produced by
cosmic ray flux changes including a Forbush decrease associated with a small solar energetic particle
event. A dependence of the cosmic ray charging rate on the test mass potential between −30.2
and −40.3 e s−1 V−1 was observed resulting in an equilibrium test mass potential between 670 and
960 mV, and this is attributed to a contribution to charging from low-energy electrons emitted from
the gold surfaces of the gravitational reference sensor. Data from the on-board particle detector
show a reliable correlation with the charging rate and with other environmental monitors of the
cosmic ray flux. This correlation is exploited to extrapolate test mass charging rates to a 20-year
period giving useful insight into the expected range of charging rate that may be observed in the
LISA mission.

Free-falling test masses in precision experi-
ments are susceptible to parasitic electrostatic
forces and torques [1], with significant contribu-
tions from the interaction between stray elec-
tric fields and any electrostatic charge [2–4].
These effects can make up a sizeable fraction of
the noise budget for future gravitational wave
observatories such as the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA) [5] which will have a
measurement bandwidth between 0.1 mHz and
1 Hz. LISA Pathfinder (LPF) [6] was a Eu-
ropean Space Agency mission to demonstrate
technology for LISA, especially in measuring
the low-frequency acceleration noise acting on
the test masses coming from the spacecraft en-
vironment [7, 8].

In this paper we present measurements of the
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test-mass charging due to the space environ-
ment over the course of the LISA Pathfinder
mission and discuss the observed variations un-
der a number of different operational conditions.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section
I we review the level of charging due to cos-
mic rays predicted before the launch of LPF.
We describe the hardware on board relevant to
measuring the test-mass charge and monitoring
the space environment responsible for charging.
In Section II we describe the method for evalu-
ating the test mass charge on LPF. We present
an overview of the charge history of the test
masses during the mission including the rem-
nant charge of the test mass after release by the
grabbing and positioning mechanism. In Sec-
tion III evidence of the variation in test-mass
charging caused by electrostatic effects in the
LPF Gravitational Reference Sensor are pre-
sented. Section IV describes the observed de-
pendence of the charging rate on the cosmic ray
flux and correlation with the on board radiation
monitor. Section V presents an extrapolation of
the LPF charging rate across a full solar cycle
and finally in Section VI we present our conclu-
sions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Charge accumulation and discharge

The test mass charge accumulates due to the
energetic, charged-particle space environment,
dominated by protons and 4He. These particles
which may be galactic cosmic rays (GCR) or so-
lar energetic particles (SEP) are able to pene-
trate the shielding of the spacecraft and deposit
charge on the test masses if they have an energy
above ∼100 MeV nucl−1 [1].

Prior to launch, the expected charge rate
from both cosmic rays and solar energetic
particles had been evaluated using a number
of simulations [9–13] using Geant4 [14] and
FLUKA [15] high energy physics simulation
toolkits. Predictions of the mean charging rate
were between +38 and +44 e s−1 (where e is the
proton charge) in solar minimum galactic cos-
mic ray conditions falling to roughly half that
during solar maximum. LISA Pathfinder began
science operations in March 2016 as the solar cy-
cle was approaching solar minimum conditions.

The mean charging rate is the result of both
negative and positive charging with a range of
multiplicity events of both polarities. Hence
the predicted stochastic noise behaviour in the
charging rate was higher than expected from
the mean rate. The noise is characterised by
an effective rate of single charges, λeff , that
would create the observed noise. Simulations
predicted a value for λeff ∼ 200-400 s−1.

The first in-orbit observations of the LPF
test-mass charging rate and its stochastic noise
based on a measurement made on 2016-04-
20 were presented in [16]. Charging rates
were found to be 22.9-24.5 e s−1 and λeff =
1100-1400 s−1 The observation of a significantly
higher charge noise, together with the charge
rate measurements presented here have moti-
vated a continuing effort to characterize in de-
tail the physics of the charging process [17–21].
In particular, reported for the first time here
is experimental evidence that a stable equilib-
rium for the test mass charging due to the space
environment can be reached. This equilibrium
can be explained by a population of low-energy

(eV) electrons created by secondary emission at
the TM and EH surfaces and the electric fields
within the GRS [21].

B. The Gravitational Reference Sensor

The LPF payload consisted of two Gravi-
tational Reference Sensors (GRS), each com-
prised of a ∼2 kg gold-plated Au/Pt test mass
surrounded by a Au-plated electrode housing
(EH) consisting of 18 electrodes as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Twelve electrodes separated from the
test mass by gaps of 2.9–4.0 mm were used for
position sensing and to apply actuation force
and torques to the test mass [16]. Actuation
voltages were applied at ac audio frequencies
nominally balanced around the ground poten-
tial of the GRS front-end electronics (FEE).
Slowly varying or dc voltages could also be ap-
plied as described below in order to measure test
mass charge. A further six electrodes on the y
and z axes of the test mass carried a 4.88 V
amplitude 100 kHz ac voltage which induced a
0.6 V 100 kHz test mass potential bias used for
capacitive position sensing. The test mass was
completely isolated from its surroundings with
no electrical connection to ground. In order
to reduce disturbances from electrostatic forces,
the test mass charge had to be kept near zero.
In LPF, this was achieved by illuminating the
test mass and sensor with UV light at 253.7 nm
from a low-pressure mercury discharge lamp.
The resulting photoelectrons transfer charge to
or from the test mass as required. The detailed
behaviour of the discharging system is discussed
in [22].

C. Electrostatic forces

The test mass charge was evaluated through
its interaction with the electric fields in the
GRS. In LPF, the most sensitive axis for force
detection is the x-axis connecting the two test
masses. The electrostatic force acting on the
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FIG. 1. Diagram of LISA Pathfinder GRS showing
46 mm cubic test mass surrounded by capacitive-
sensing bias injection electrodes in blue, x/φ sensing
and actuation electrodes in red, y/θ in green and
z/η in yellow.

test mass (TM) in the x axis is [1]

Fx =
1

2

∑ ∂Ci
∂x

(Vi − Vtm)
2
, (1)

where the sum is defined over all i equipotential
surface elements of the sensor with potential Vi
relative to ground and capacitance with respect
to the test mass, Ci. All test mass surfaces sur-
faces are assumed to be at the same potential,
Vtm, determined by the potential of all sensor
surfaces and the free charge on the test mass q,
according to

Vtm =

∑
i CiVi
CT

+
q

CT
, (2)

where CT is the total capacitance of the test
mass with respect to the surrounding surfaces
(34.2 pF for each test mass on LPF).
Except for dedicated characterization experi-
ments, voltages applied to electrodes are cho-
sen to give no in-band fluctuation of Vtm; how-
ever, unavoidable stray fields and in-band fluc-
tuations of the potentials of the TM and sur-
rounding surfaces give rise to forces that can,
if left unchecked, compromise the acceleration
noise performance of the instrument [3].

In order to measure the test mass potential,
a force with frequency fmod is excited propor-
tional to Vtm according to Eq. (1). Voltages
Vi = Vmod sin 2πfmodt are applied with opposite

phase to the sensing electrodes on either side
of the test mass which have equal and oppo-
site capacitance derivatives ∂Cx

∂x (291 pF m−1).
To maximize the precision of the measurement,
fmod is chosen to in the sensitive, mHz band of
the instrument. The resulting force along the
x-axis, assuming all other potentials are zero,
is:

Fx = −4Vmod
q

CT

∣∣∣∣∂Cx∂x

∣∣∣∣ sin 2πfmod . (3)

Equivalently, applying modulating voltages to
the diagonally opposite electrodes produces a
torque, Γ. For example in φ rotation:

Γφ = −4Vmod
q

CT

∣∣∣∣∂Cx∂φ

∣∣∣∣ sin 2πfmod . (4)

Mixing of the stray potential patches on the
electrodes with the charge measurement modu-
lation voltages will produce an additional force
or torque term modulated at fmod. This creates
an unknown charge offset which, to first order
is proportional to the average stray potential of
the electrodes used to excite the charge mea-
surement force or torque.

D. Radiation Monitor

The radiation monitor (RM) on board LPF
was specifically designed to monitor the inter-
planetary GCR and SEP environment responsi-
ble for charge build-up on the test masses [23].
Two large area (147 mm2), 300µm-thick sili-
con PIN photodiodes were arranged in a tele-
scopic configuration in a copper enclosure to
give shielding from particles with energy be-
low roughly 100 MeV nucl−1. The deposited en-
ergy resolution was around 15 keV which was
sufficient to allow differentiation between cos-
mic ray particles—most of which are close to
minimally ionizing in the silicon detectors—and
SEPs which result in larger energy deposits.
The intention was to use the RM to measure
the dependence of TM charging on count rate in
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both GCR and SEP flux conditions. LPF expe-
rienced only one SEP event which did not pro-
duce a particle flux enhancement in the energy
range relevant for charging. A Forbush decrease
associated with that event was observed, how-
ever [24]. The RM also produced a full history
of the relative fluctuations in the the ambient
cosmic ray flux with good counting statistics.
With this data it has been possible to estimate
the solar modulation parameter [24], and ob-
serve modulation of the cosmic ray flux due to
solar magnetic field fluctuations [25].

II. CHARGE MEASUREMENT
CAMPAIGN

A. Experimental details

The test mass charge was measured on-board
LPF using both force and torque excitations
as described above. The charge on both test
masses could be measured simultaneously using
different modulation frequencies on each mass.
The measurement precision depends on the am-
plitude of the applied voltages (Vmod) and the
force (torque) sensitivity in the chosen degree
of freedom. The most sensitive measurements
were made using the on-board laser interferom-
eter [26, 27] to measure their differential motion
in either x or φ (around z). The force on the test
masses was recovered from their differential (an-
gular) acceleration, accounting for control forces
(torques), and in the case of the x-axis mea-
surements, tilt-to-length and non-inertial effects
due to spacecraft rotations. Typically the sen-
sitivity to the force (torque) excitation was lim-
ited by direct stray forces (torques) on the test
mass. Along the x-axis, Brownian force noise
on the test masses created a differential acceler-
ation noise which decreased from around 10 to
3 fm s−2 Hz−1/2 in the frequency range from 0.5
to 30 mHz over the course of the mission [22].
In the φ rotation, the differential angular ac-
celeration was typically 300 frad s−2 Hz−1/2 for
fmod = 5 mHz, comparable to the level expected
from angular readout sensitivity. The charge
was calculated by applying Eqs. (3) or (4) to

the force or torque time series, demodulating
at fmod. The residual accelerations mentioned
above correspond to a TM charge (potential)
measurement uncertainty of 0.24 and 0.77 fC
(7.0µV and 23µV) in a 200 s measurement us-
ing Vmod = 50 mV on the x and φ degrees of
freedom respectively.

A systematic offset between test mass charge
measurements made in the x and φ degrees was
observed during the mission. In a dedicated
experiment to determine the magnitude of the
effect, the test mass charge was measured se-
quentially with excitations along the two axes.
The resulting potential difference between the
two methods was 20.6 ± 0.3 mV for TM 1 and
11.6± 0.5 mV for TM 2 while the measurement
of an applied polarization of the test mass was
equal for both methods.

The x and φ charge measurement methods
use the same electrodes with the same average
stray potential to excite a force or torque on the
test mass and therefore to first order, the offset
in charge measurement should be equal. The
difference observed could originate from the dis-
tribution of the patches over the electrode. In
the φ measurement, patches would have a vary-
ing weighting in their contribution to the mea-
surement offset according to the lever arm they
exert on the test mass rotation. The offset was
measured only once during the LPF mission and
therefore it is not possible to make definitive
statement about its stability over time. How-
ever, another effect of voltage patches, charge to
force-noise coupling has been found to be stable
over the course of the mission [3].

Extended measurements of the test mass
charge allow its time dependence to be stud-
ied. The charging rate can be estimated by
taking a linear fit to the time series. The un-
certainty in the charge rate can be improved by
increasing Vmod or by measuring for longer. In
practice, the latter is limited by low-frequency,
1/f noise arising from the charging shot noise
accumulation and fluctuations in the particle
flux responsible for charging. These have both
been measured and reported in [3] and [24], re-
spectively. Typically, Vmod was chosen to be
relatively small (10-50 mV) so as not to excite
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large signals in the instrument, and measure-
ment durations were short compared to cos-
mic ray fluctuations. The dominating uncer-
tainty in estimating the charge rate was there-
fore the test-mass acceleration noise limiting
the charge measurement. For a charge mea-
surement using the TM x-axis as described
above, the charge-rate noise can be written

as S
1/2
R = mS

1/2
a (fmod)CT /4Vmod

∣∣∂Cx

∂x

∣∣ 2πfmod
where S

1/2
a (fmod) is the test mass acceleration

noise spectral density at the modulation fre-
quency and m is the mass of the TM. Integrat-
ing over a 1-hr time interval results in a charge
rate resolution of 0.34 e s−1.

The LPF RM tracked variations in the par-
ticle flux at the spacecraft. For small changes
in flux, the change in charge rate is expected
to be proportional. Assuming a count rate of
9 Counts s−1, the error on the average count
rate in a 1-hr time period is 0.05 Counts s−1.
Results presented in Section IV find a scale
factor between charge rate and count rate of
around 5 e Count−1 which when applied to the
RM count rate resolution gives a corresponding
charge rate estimate of 0.25 e s−1 over 1 hour,
comparable to the charge rate resolution using
the x-axis with Vmod = 50 mV. Although the
exact values depend on particle flux conditions,
the RM is expected to be a useful diagnostic
to confirm the origin of charge rate fluctuations
observed during test mass measurements.

B. Charge measurement results

Charge measurements were made throughout
the LPF mission as part of dedicated science in-
vestigations and as part of routine maintenance
operations. A summary plot of measurements
is shown in Fig. 2.

In the early phase of the mission: days 80-
120, the charge was measured regularly in order
to understand the charging process and make
the first discharging investigations. Over the
following 100 days a number of further charge
measurements were made aimed at characteriz-
ing the charge-related noise effects.

TABLE I. TM potential after release

Vtm [mV]

Date TM 1 TM 2

2016-02-16 −421 −281

2016-05-11 −98 −52

2016-09-26 −98 −80

2017-10-26 −61 −79

2017-01-16 −12 −512

2017-04-07 – –

2017-05-10 – –

As indicated in Figure 2 the test masses were
regrabbed six times during the LISA Pathfinder
science mission following the initial release in
February 2016. In each case the test mass
charge was measured soon afterwards and the
test masses brought back into the operational
charge range with the UV discharge system.
In the last two releases, this process was au-
tomated on board LPF and the data necessary
to recover the TM charge at release were not
downlinked. In the first five releases however,
the charge or potential Vtm = q/CT could be
extrapolated to the point of release. Table I
lists the dates of the test mass releases and the
TM potentials where known. The origin of the
residual potential at release is the triboelectric
charging of the test mass due to the release of
the adhesion between the TM grabbing and po-
sitioning mechanism fingers and the test mass.
A detailed analysis of this physical process is
beyond the scope of this work but the observed
potentials provide useful data for bounding the
design parameters of the control loops for test
mass capture during the LISA mission.

Later in the mission, the frequency of mea-
surements was reduced but the charge was mea-
sured during regular station-keeping activities
in order to maintain the test mass potential
within the desired bounds. The charge was
set using the discharge system to a negative
value such that by the time of the next dis-
charge, the charge would have accrued to the
same value with opposite sign thus maximiz-
ing the time spent with the absolute charge be-
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FIG. 2. LPF test-mass charge as function of time throughout the mission. Dashed lines indicate the upper
and lower limits for the charge during nominal operations at 3×107 e≈ 140 mV. Abrupt decreases in the
test mass charge are the result of charge control operations using the onboard UV illumination system.
Large excursions of the charge occurred at day 152, 425 and 567 during test mass charging and noise
investigations.

low the required levels. Station-keeping activi-
ties were carried out at 1, 2 and 3-week inter-
vals at different stages of the mission. With
the typical charge accumulation rate of around
25 e s−1 ≈ 10 mV day−1, the target TM poten-
tials for this periodic discharge activity varied
between −40, −80 and −120 mV.

Other measurements with large TM charge
excursions can be seen in the figure which were
used to explore the properties of the TM charg-
ing process (as described here), charge-induced
noise [3] and the performance of the UV dis-
charge system [22].

III. CHARGE RATE DEPENDENCY
ON ELECTROSTATICS

Early test mass charge modelling work iden-
tified the possibility of kinetic emission from Au
surfaces producing a very low-energy (eV) elec-
tron population between the test mass and its
surroundings [9]. It was postulated that this
population could play a significant role in TM
charging. Altering the test mass charge by pho-
toelectric discharge changes the potential differ-
ence between the test mass and its surroundings
through Eq. (2) providing a mechanism to probe
the low energy electron population. Two ex-
periments were conducted during the LPF mis-
sion dedicated to investigating this effect. In
both cases, the TM charge was increased in a
number of steps using the on-board UV charge
control system. The test-mass charge was mea-
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sured continuously, allowing an extended period
between illuminations in which to evaluate the
charge rate as a function of the average TM po-
tential.

The details for the two measurements are
shown in Table II; during the first, the test
mass potential was varied over a narrower range
(around −0.3 to +0.3 V) while in the later mea-
surement, a broader range was explored (−1 to
+1 V). In each measurement Vmod = 50 mV and
fMOD = 10 mHz for TM 1 and 12 mHz for TM 2.

Figure 3 shows the test-mass charge through-
out the second measurement on 2017-06-22.
Each data point represents a charge measure-
ment integrated over 500 s. The errorbars
shown are calculated from the estimated test
mass acceleration noise and level of Vmod using
Eq. (3), giving an error of ±25 fC. The duration
of the illumination required to achieve charge
steps increased as the test mass potential in-
creased towards the equilibrium potential under
UV illumination. The inset shows an enlarge-
ment of one of the charge plateaus, chosen when
the charges of the two test masses were approx-
imately equal at −27.65 pC. The charge rate is
determined with a relative precision of around
2% in 4500 s and the goodness of fit indicates
that this precision is consistent with the mea-
surement error.

Fig. 4 shows the evaluation of the charging
rate at each step of test mass potential on test
masses 1 and 2 during both experiments. In
both cases, the environmental charging rate of
both test masses show similar, approximately
linear dependencies on Vtm. Fitting a line to the
data, we obtain the results shown in Table II.
The steep negative slopes immediately confirms
that low-energy electrons are playing a signifi-
cant role and the symmetry either side of Vtm =
0 V implies that these are originating from both
the TMs and from the surrounding surfaces.
The data show that for Vtm ≈ +1 V the negative
low-energy electron charging balances the posi-
tive charging from the high-energy cosmic rays
and the overall charging rate goes to zero. This
result is important as it would ensure that the
system will reach an equilibrium in the case of a
failure of the charge management system. The

time constant of the approach to equilibrium—
inversely proportional to the slope of the charge
rate dependence on test mass potential—can be
calculated from the slopes reported above. We
estimate values of 61 to 82 days. Although the
existence of an equilibrium is confirmed, the ob-
served variation indicates that its value is uncer-
tain and is unlikely to be accurately predictable
for LISA.

After the second scan, an additional single
charge rate measurement was made on both test
masses. On TM 1 the charge was set so that
q/CT = +0.9 V, dc voltages of −4.8 V were
applied to the y and z electrodes to bias the
mass back to a neutral potential according to
Eq. (2). On TM 2, the charge was set close to
zero and no dc voltages were applied. The aim
of this measurement was to probe the energy
distribution of low-energy electrons contribut-
ing to charging at a higher energy range—in
the regime of potential differences up to 4.8 V—
than could be reached by varying the test mass
potential alone. In this measurement, the ex-
pectation was that the transfer of kinetic elec-
trons from TM 1 to the facing y and z electrodes
would be suppressed, but not at all suppressed
over the rest of the surface of the test mass.
This should lead to an overall reduction in the
charging rate compared to a measurement with
the test mass potential at 0 V but no applied
dc electrode voltages. A detailed analysis of
this measurement relies on modeling of electron
emission and the electrostatic fields within the
EH [21].

The additional data points near 0 V in Fig. 4
show the results of this measurement. Under
these conditions with the overall TM 1 poten-
tial at −0.03 V the test mass charging rate was
19.3 e s−1. At the same time, the rate mea-
sured on TM 2 with no applied voltages and
Vtm = +0.03 V was 30.2 e s−1.

Additional evidence for the influence of low-
energy electrons on the charging rate comes
from a charge measurement made during 2016-
05-13 as the instrument was recovering from a
test mass release. The charge rate was mea-
sured on both test masses with Vmod = 50 mV
from 2016-05-13 00:00:00 UTC. Initially the test
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TABLE II. Measurement campaigns to investigate the charging rate dependence on test-mass potential

Meas. 1 Meas. 2

Start date 2017-01-30 2017-06-22

Start time 19:00:00 UTC 02:12:00 UTC

Duration 93600 s 92550 s

Number steps 11 10

TM 1 TM 2 TM 1 TM 2

Start potential [V] −0.310 −0.236 −1.001 −1.011

End potential [V] 0.288 0.046 0.812 0.857

Slope [e s−1 V−1] −37.8 ± 0.8 −40.3 ± 0.9 −31.2 ± 0.6 −30.2 ± 0.6
dq
dt

at Vtm = 0 V [e s−1] 25.51 ± 0.7 27.5 ± 0.1 28.1 ± 0.3 28.9 ± 0.6

Vtm at dq
dt

= 0 [mV] 674 ± 16 682 ± 16 901 ± 27 957 ± 39

Time constant [d] 65 61 79 82

FIG. 3. LPF charging rate measurement for both test masses with minimum force and torque actuation
authority and Vmod = 50 mV starting at 2017-06-22 at 02:12:00 UTC, the left-hand axis indicates the test
mass charge and the right-hand axis the equivalent test mass potential with CT = 34.1 pF. The inset shows
an expanded plot of the data around Vtm ≈ −808 mV with linear best fit lines. The charging rates from the
fitted lines are +53.4± 1.2 e s−1 (χ2

red = 0.99) and 52.4± 1.2 e s−1 (χ2
red=1.2) for TM 1 and 2 respectively.
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FIG. 4. The variation in the test mass charging
rates observed with varying test mass potential for
the two measurements described in the text. The
upper panel shows the results from 2017-01-30 and
the lower panel form 2017-06-22.

mass actuation system was in a high-authority
mode with higher ac control voltages applied.
Each of the 12 actuation electrodes is applied
with a sum of ac voltages which control the
one force and one torque degree of freedom, ex-
cept the x electrodes of TM 1 which control
only torque. In high-authority mode, the typi-
cal peak amplitudes (the sum of two sinusoids)
were around 6 V and 9 V on the y and z elec-
trodes, 2 V on the TM 1 x electrodes and 5 V on
TM 2 x. At 2016-05-13 07:30:00 UTC, the con-
trol authority was decreased to optimize force
noise performance [8], resulting in lower ac volt-
age amplitudes on all electrodes (around 3 V on
the y and z electrodes, 0.5 V on the TM 1 x
electrode and 1 V on TM 2 x). Figure 5 shows
the test mass charge measurements before and
after the actuation change at t=0. A change in
slope can be observed in the build up of charge
on both test masses. Fitting to the data, we
find the TM 1 rate goes from 25.3±0.1 e s−1

to 23.45±0.05 e s−1 and the TM 2 rate changes
from 27.4±0.1 to 21.59±0.05 e s−1.

The observed dependence of test-mass charg-
ing on ac voltages amplitude are likely related
to the low-energy electron population. The ob-
served behavior would be consistent with a in-
crease in the net flow of electrons from the EH

to the TM. This may be caused by an asymme-
try in the electron emission from surfaces where
ac voltages are applied, or electrostatic effects
such as electric field edge effects which could al-
ter the charge transfer between EH and TM as
the magnitudes of the applied voltages change.
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FIG. 5. The test mass charge measured with
Vmod = 50 mV during the change in test mass force
and torque authority at 2016-05-13 07:30 UTC (t =
0). Dashed lines indicate the best fit to the charge
trend at t < 0 in high-authority mode and dash-
dotted lines show the trend at t > 0 in miminum-
authority mode.

IV. CHARGE RATE VS GCR FLUX

A. Measurements dispersed through the
mission

Over the course of the mission the particle
flux as measured by the in-situ particle detec-
tor increased by just less than 40% [24]. Se-
lecting charge rate measurements done under
similar bias conditions, to avoid complications
caused by the behavior of the low-energy elec-
tron population, the results can be plotted as
a function of the radiation monitor count rate
and compared to the expectation from the pre-
vious section. In Figure 6 we have selected
charge rate measurements in which the mag-
nitude of the test mass charge was less than
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2 pC (Vtm < 60 mV) and the test masses ac-
tuation schemes were in a low force authority
mode (as in the second half of the measure-
ment shown in Figure 5). While the physical
processes governing the two measurements are
rather different—the TM charging per particle
is energy-dependent while the RM count rate is
not—over the range of variation observed dur-
ing the LPF mission, there is a clear correlation
between them. For this reason we do not expect
a linear dependence to extend to a zero count
rate. The lines on the figure show weighted
linear fits to the data. The resulting slopes
are 3.3 e Count−1 and 5.6 e Count−1 for TM 1
and TM 2 respectively, however it is clear that
the error bars are not consistent with a linear
dependence in this case. Assuming there are
underlying systematic errors which are not re-
flected in the statistics of the individual mea-
surements, we can repeat the fit unweighted and
assume a reduced χ2 of 1. This give slopes of
3.6±0.5 e Count−1 and 4.4±1.1 e Count−1.

FIG. 6. LPF test-mass charging rates as a func-
tion radiation monitor count rate for selected mea-
surements with Vtm close to 0 V and ac actuation
voltages in minimum-authority mode. Solid lines
show the weighted best fit to the data, dashed lines
indicate the unweighted fit.

Not included in Fig. 6 because it was made
with a higher test mass force authority, is the
long charge measurement presented in Ref. [16]
which began at 2016-04-20 08:00:00 UTC. The
ac actuation voltages in this case were similar

to the high-authority mode described earlier but
with reduced voltage amplitudes on the TM 1 x
(1 V) and TM 2 x (2 V) electrodes. This charge
measurement has the highest modulation volt-
age of any measurements made during the mis-
sion at Vmod = 3 V and therefore the best preci-
sion on the charge rate determination. A mea-
surable change in the radiation monitor count
rate was also observed over the course of the 3-
day measurement. Figure 7 shows the charge
rate plotted against the radiation count rate
for both test masses. The charge rate data are
calculated from the difference between consec-
utive charge measurements and averaged over
1-hour intervals, while the radiation monitor
counts are averaged over the same time peri-
ods. The slopes to the best fit lines in this case
were 5.2±0.3 e Count−1 and 5.5±0.3 e Count−1

for TM 1 and TM 2 respectively.

7.7 7.8 7.9 8 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.5
20

22

24
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28
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32

FIG. 7. LPF test-mass charging rates plotted
against radiation monitor count rate over a 3-
day period beginning 2016-04-20 08:00:00 UTC.
The measurement was performed with Vmod = 3 V
and ac actuation voltages in high-authority mode
but with reduced amplitudes on the x-electrodes.
Charging and radiation monitor count rates are
evaluated over 1-hour periods. Solid lines show the
best fit to the data.
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FIG. 8. Test mass charge and radiation mon-
itor measurements made during the Forbush de-
crease beginning at 2017-07-15 01:00 UTC. The
measurement was performed with Vmod = 10 mV
and ac actuation voltages in minimum-authority
mode. Charging and radiation monitor count rates
are evaluated over 2-hour periods

B. A Forbush decrease

On 2017-07-14 at approximately 03:00 UTC,
a solar energetic particle event was recorded by
a number of environmental monitors. Following
this observation, a test mass charge measure-
ment on both test masses with Vmod = 10 mV
was commanded to begin onboard LPF, begin-
ning at 2017-07-15 01:00:00 UTC. During this
measurement the ac actuation voltages were
in minimum-authority mode. As reported in
Refs. [24, 25] the energy distribution of the so-
lar protons was not sufficiently hard to regis-
ter an increase in the onboard radiation moni-
tor. However, following the passage of the so-
lar particles, a temporary suppression of the
galactic cosmic ray flux associated with a For-
bush decrease was observed. Figure 8 shows
the test-mass charging rates and radiation mon-
itor count rate averaged over 2-hour time in-
tervals during the event. Over the course of
12 hours from approximately 2017-07-16 08:00
UTC, the observed count rate decreased by
around 17%. A scatter plot of the data is shown
in Fig. 9. The best-fit lines shown on the scat-

ter plot have slopes of 4.5±0.2 e Count−1 and
4.3±0.2 e Count−1 for TM 1 and TM 2 respec-
tively.

Measurements presented in this section
demonstrate that on timescales of days, changes
in the average charging rate tracked the radia-
tion monitor count rate with a linear relation-
ship. The two measurements of the charge-
count dependency made at the beginning and
end of the mission disagree by several sigma in
this dependency. However, both fall within the
errors of the slope observed over the mission du-
ration as whole shown in Figure 6.

FIG. 9. Scatter plot of the data shown in Figure 8
showing the correspondence between the test mass
charging rate and radiation monitor count rate dur-
ing the Forbush decrease. Solid lines show the best
fit to the data.

V. LISA TIMELINE PREDICTION

Ref. [24] established the close correspondence
between in-situ measurements of the cosmic ray
flux with the LPF radiation monitor and other
solar activity indicators, especially the Integral
Radiation Environment Monitor (IREM), [28].
Using this correspondence, and the (assumed
linear) correlation between test mass charging
and the RM count rate, we can produce timeline
of test mass charging using historical data.

The Level-0 IREM TC2 channel data is sen-
sitive to protons in the same energy range as
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that responsible for test mass charging (E >
100 MeV nucl−1) [29]. The available data time
series extends from shortly after the launch of
the INTEGRAL in October 2002 to the present
day. The count rate data contain regular peaks
as INTEGRAL traverses the Earth’s radiation
belts in its highly-elliptical, 2.7 day orbit. These
peaks are flagged in the data and have been
removed during the analysis shown here. En-
hancements in the data can also be seen due
to solar energetic particle events. The corre-
lation between count rate and charging is not
expected to hold during SEP events given the
difference in the energy spectrum of particles re-
sponsible for the flux enhancement. The energy
distribution of GCR protons has a peak that
varies from 400 MeV to 800 MeV during the so-
lar cycle. In the range of energies relevant to
test-mass charging however, SEP flux is typi-
cally distributed as a power law in energy. Due
to the lower energies of the particles involved,
the charging per incident particle is lower for
SEPs. The RM count rate measurement on
the other hand is insensitive to primary parti-
cle energy above around 100 MeV. Despite this
caveat, SEP events have not been removed from
the timeline in order to give an impression of
the frequency of the events. The scaled charge
rate has, however, been truncated and so does
not show the extrapolated charging rate dur-
ing SEP events. The charging predictions for a
LPF-like GRS are calculated from these data by
scaling to the LISA Pathfinder count rate and
then to TM charging. Over the course of the
LPF mission, a fit to the RM singles count as a
function of IREM TC2 count yields a scale fac-
tor of 2.8. From the previous section we adopt
a factor of 4.4±1 e Count−1 to envelope all of
the presented measurements. This charge rate
dependence assumes the low-level of ac actua-
tion voltages used for most of the LPF science
mission.

Figure 10 shows the resulting estimated test
mass charging timeline from 2002-10-20 to 2022-
10-10 covering two solar minima and maxima.
The charging rate over the time of the LPF mis-
sion, is indicated by the orange band. The min-
imum charge rate seen is 5-9 e s−1 during the

FIG. 10. Charging rate of the LISA Pathfinder
test masses extrapolated over the 20-year observa-
tion range of the INTEGRAL mission by correlation
with the IREM count rate as described in the text.
The shaded region shows the duration of the LISA
Pathfinder mission.

solar maximum of 2003 and 10-13 e s−1 during
the somewhat weaker maximum of 2014. In so-
lar minimum conditions during 2010 and 2020
the charge rate peaks at 36-39 e s−1. The varia-
tion in the cosmic ray charging rate is within the
ranges that have been assumed in defining the
requirements of the LISA mission. The LISA
requirements for the allowable charge on the
test mass are stricter than was implemented on
LPF with a maximum absolute charge of 2.4 pC
equivalent to 70 mV. Allowing the charge to ac-
cumulate from the negative limit, these charge
rates would set the discharge frequency in LISA
between roughly once per 70 days and once per
9 days.

Although this charging prediction is based on
measurements based on LISA Pathfinder and
not LISA, given the expected similarity be-
tween the test mass and its surrounding elec-
trode housing in the two missions it nonetheless
gives a valuable insight into the range of charg-
ing rates that can be expected and the rate at
which they may change over time. Uncertain-
ties in the scaling between charging and RM
count rate introduce an uncertainty of up to
10% as shown in the rates measured through-
out the LPF mission in Figure 6. Electrostatic
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contributions to the charging rate could also be
different in the LISA GRS and could introduce
a systematic uncertainty at the level of 20% as
seen in Figure 5. A further caveat to apply to
these results is that the assumed linear corre-
spondence between the radiation monitor count
rates and TM charging has not been established
in solar maximum conditions when the energy
spectrum of the cosmic ray flux is different from
solar minimum. This could add a systematic er-
ror to the lower end of the estimated charge rate
range.

The baseline discharging strategy for LISA is
to employ a continuous UV illumination scheme
that maintains the test mass potential constant
throughout the mission. In the case this ap-
proach introduces excess noise however, the fall-
back scheme would be to discharge the test
masses intermittently as was demonstrated suc-
cessfully in LPF. The estimated range of charg-
ing rates over the course of a solar cycle sets
the required test-mass discharge frequency. As-
suming a 1-hour discharging operation for all
LISA test masses simultaneously, and in the
pessimistic case that the data during discharg-
ing is unusable for science, the projected worst-
case discharge frequency would cause an obser-
vatory down time of 0.5%.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented a summary
of the test mass charging measurements made
on board LISA Pathfinder in order to character-
ize the charging process. Upon release the test
mass potential was consistently negative with
respect to the 0 V reference of the GRS FEE and
its amplitude varied from −512 mV to −12 mV.
This gives an idea of the triboelectric charging
of the TM upon release by the grabbing, po-
sitioning and release mechanism and the con-
sequent burden on the control system for elec-
trostatic capture of the TM and the discharge
system for its initial neutralization.

We have shown that in both LPF GRS, the
test mass charging rate exhibited a strong de-
pendence on the test mass potential due to the

the presence of electrons with eV-scale ener-
gies emitted from the surfaces of the test mass
and surrounding surfaces. The details of the
underlying physics of this process are explored
in a number of separate publications [17–21].
Measurements of the electrostatic charge rate
dependence indicated that an equilibrium test
mass potential existed—at which the net envi-
ronmental rate of TM charging is zero—between
Vtm = 600 mV and 950 mV at various stages of
the mission. The existence and value of this
equilibrium potential means that, if reproduced
on LISA, and in the absence of a functioning
UV discharge system due to an instrument fail-
ure, the TM potential will at least remain stable
and bounded. The time constants for the test
masses to reach this stable equilibrium are on
the scale of 2-3 months. To give an idea of the
cost in TM acceleration noise due to coupling of
the charge to actuation voltage fluctuations on
the GRS electrodes, we note that LPF measure-
ments showed an acceleration noise increase of
order 3 fm s−2 Hz−1/2 at 0.1 mHz per TM with
Vtm = 1 V, [3] out of a full TM acceleration noise
budget of roughly 10 fm s−2 Hz−1/2 at that fre-
quency.

The impact of SEP events on the equilibrium
potential produced by environmental charging
remains to be studied in detail. During such
events, the particle flux can be augmented by
several orders of magnitude which will likely
drive the test mass to an equilibrium potential
rapidly. However, the difference in the energy
spectrum of particles responsible for charging
due to an SEP event may alter the balance of
charging produced by primaries and low-energy
secondary electrons and shift the equilibrium
away from its steady-state value.

We have quantified the variations in the test
mass charging rate observed over the course of
the mission as a function of the on-board radi-
ation monitor record of the galactic cosmic ray
flux. The RM count rate provided an accurate
analog to the test mass charge rate—especially
during flux variations on the scale of days—able
to track changes at the 10% level.

Due to the short duration of the LPF mission,
the energy distribution of the cosmic ray flux is
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not expected to have changed significantly and
no solar energetic particle enhancements were
seen. The accuracy of extending the analysis
of the count rate dependency outside the condi-
tions of cosmic ray flux approaching minimum
in solar activity is therefore uncertain. For a
longer duration mission such as LISA, the abil-
ity to determine the energy spectrum of the par-
ticle flux above 100 MeV nucl−1, combined with
detailed particle tracking simulations would en-
hance the ability to correlate charging and par-
ticle detection rate. Despite this limitation we
have shown that simple particle count-rate data
can be used to track short-term variations in the
charging rate accurately.

We have made use of the correlation between
charging and the RM count rate and the cor-
relation between the LPF RM count rate and
that measured by the IREM TC2 channel to
present a 20-year timeline of test mass charg-
ing based on historic data. Using this projec-
tion, we extrapolate an estimate for the range of
test mass charging rates that may be seen in a
long-duration mission with a similar GRS such
as LISA. The calculated range of 5-39 e s−1 is
subject to considerable uncertainty at the lower
bound which could be resolved by detailed par-
ticle tracking simulations with accurate GCR
flux models.
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